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EDITORIAL 

 

African Journal of Agricultural Marketing additionally 

acknowledge original copies managing the whole scope of store 

network activities for agrarian items, regardless of whether 

directed through specially appointed deals or through a more 

coordinated chain, for example, one including contract 

cultivating [1].  

The objective of this diary is to give a feasible stage to 

researchers and specialists everywhere on the world to advance, 

share, and examine novel issues and viewpoints in assorted 

spaces of the subject and to monitor the latest methodological 

and hypothetical improvements in the control [2]. All entries 

are visually impaired looked into and those acknowledged are 

distributed online either quickly or at the most punctual chance. 

Points and degree 

African Journal of Agricultural Marketing ISSN 2375-1061 is a 

friend assessed open access diary committed to detailing the 

most recent advances in horticultural advertising [3].  

The diary considers articles managing every one of the 

administrations engaged with moving an agrarian item from the 

homestead to the buyer [4]. Along these lines, original copies 

worried about the arranging, coordinating, coordinating and 

treatment of horticultural produce so as to fulfill ranchers, 

mediators and purchasers, are especially welcome. 

Additionally, articles managing all interconnected exercises 

associated with this interaction like creation, developing and 

gathering, evaluating, pressing and bundling, transport, 

stockpiling, agro-and food preparing, arrangement of market 

data, dispersion, publicizing and deal are thought [5]. 
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